
Predicting

Once upon a time, in an Asian sea,

Lived four large dragons. They were wild and free.

The Long Dragon, Yellow Dragon, Black Dragon and Pearl

Played among the clouds with a swoop and a whirl.

One day they heard crying from far below.

People were praying for rain to make crops grow.

The dragons begged the Jade Emperor to help,

But he could not be bothered—he only cared about himself.

So the dragons thought of a clever plan:

They would help the people and save the land.

They flew to the sea and scooped water into their mouths.

They drenched the earth and broke the drought.

The Emperor found out what the dragons had done.

He buried each beneath a mountain and thought he had won.

But the dragons changed to rivers flowing from the mountains to the sea.

They watered the land and made the people as happy as could be.

Modelling Text

The Four Dragons
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Predicting

Steps

Before Reading

1.  Look at the picture. 

 What does the picture tell you the text is 
about? Discuss.

2. Look at and read the title.

 What does the title make you think the 
text is about? Discuss.

3. Use prior knowledge.

 What do we know about this topic? 
Record some ideas. (optional)

4. Think about the type of text.

 What do you think the text will be about? 
Record some ideas. (optional)

5. What words do you think will be in the 
text? Record some topic words. (optional)

 Learn some relevant text vocabulary if 
necessary.

During Reading

6. Read the first four lines. Do not read on. 

 Do the dragons seem like nice or nasty 
characters? What do you think will 
happen to the dragons? What do you 
think they will do? Discuss answers. Are 
there clues in the text to make you think 
this? 

7. Read the next four lines.

 What do you think will happen next? 
What do you think the dragons will do? 
Do you think the dragons will help? The 
children use prior knowledge to suggest 
ideas. Discuss possible answers. 

8. Read the next four lines.

 Did the dragons do what you thought 
they would? What do you think will 
happen next? Do you think the Jade 
Emperor liked what they did? Discuss 
answers. 

9. Read the remainder of the text.

 Is this what you thought would happen? 
What clues tell you this? Discuss.

After Reading

10. Do you think the people would be happy 
when they found out what happened to 
the dragons? 

 Were your predictions correct? (They 
don’t have to be!)

 When you looked at the picture and read 
the title, did you predict what the text was 
about?

 Were the words you predicted in the text?

 Did your predictions change as you read 
the text? How? Why?

Teaching the Strategy
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Predicting

Nella’s New Umbrella
Sharing Text

Nella bought a red umbrella. She showed it off one rainy day.

It was a splash of colour in the fog. It kept her safe from mist and spray.

Then out of nowhere came a wind. It grabbed the bright umbrella.

It tossed it high into the sky. It took with it a surprised Nella.

Nella was airborne. She was shocked to see a tornado twisting her way.

It took her from the gusty wind. Then it twirled and spun her away.

Nella was dizzy and wet. The umbrella was still clasped in her hand.

She dropped onto a large white cloud. It was high above the damp land.

Sunshine streamed around Nella. A rainbow appeared near her feet.

She jumped on board and slid to the ground. She landed where she’d left the 
street.

People were walking in the sunshine. They were surprised to see young Nella.

She was out in the afternoon sun. But she was cold and wet under her new 
umbrella. 
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Predicting

Steps

Before Reading

1.  Look at the title and the pictures. 

 What do the pictures and title tell you the 
text is about? Discuss.

2. Use prior knowledge.

 What do you know about umbrellas? 
Discuss some ideas and record them if 
desired. 

3. Think about the type of text. Look at the 
layout.

 What type of text is it? How do you 
know? What do you think the text will be 
about? Record some ideas if desired.

4. What words do you think will be in the 
text? Discuss and record some topic 
words if desired. 

During Reading

5. Read the first two lines. Do not read on. 

 What do you think will happen next? 
What clues in the pictures give you some 
ideas? Discuss. Then read the next two 
lines. Were your predictions correct?

6. Read the next four lines.

 Are the events ones that you predicted? 
What do you think will happen next? The 
children use prior knowledge to suggest 
ideas. Discuss possible answers. 

7. Read the next two lines.

 Nella was tossed about by wind, then 
a tornado, then she landed on a cloud. 
What do you think will happen next? Why 
do you think this? Are there text clues 
that tell you? Discuss ideas. 

8. Read the next line – ’Sunshine streamed 
around Nella. A rainbow appeared near 
her feet.’ What do you think will happen 
next? Why do you think this? Are there 
text clues that tell you? Discuss ideas. 

9.  Read the remainder of the text.

 Is this what you thought would happen? 
Are there text clues that tell you? Discuss.

After Reading

10. How did Nella cope with what happened 
to her? How do you think you would have 
coped with what happened to Nella? 

 Were your predictions correct? Did you 
change predictions as you read? Why?/
Why not? How? 

 When you looked at the picture and read 
the title, did you predict what the text 
was about?

 Were the words you predicted in the text?

Teaching the Strategy – Using the Sharing Text
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Predicting

Battle Scars
Assessment Text

When we stepped onto the porch, the air swirled and slapped at us. The wind 
lifted our hair. It blew around our faces to conceal our fright. Loud noises 
bombarded our ears and chills skittered along our bodies.

We viewed the tragic scene. We could see the tall tree on the hill. It was 
charred and broken. The scarred trunk showed proof of battle. A branch lay 
dead at its base. It looked like a wounded soldier. Flames waved at us where 
blows had landed. Who was this fierce enemy who could strike so callously?

The church steeple in the village showed similar damage. It’s once-strong top 
tilted sadly to one side. Fires flared from the vulnerable rooftop. Dismayed 
faces surveyed the damage safely from the windows of their houses. 

The crackle in the air dared us to approach at our own peril. What fearsome 
beast did this? How could we battle such an enemy?
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Predicting

Battle Scars – 1
Before Reading

1. Read the title. What do the words mean?

 battle 

 scars 

2. What does the title tell you the text is about? Write a sentence or 
two.

 

 

3. Look at the picture. Write one or two sentences to tell what you 
think the text is about now.

 

 

 

4. What do you already know about battles and scars? Write some 
ideas.

 

 

 

5. What words do you think you will see in the text? Write some in 
the box.

 

Assessment Questions
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